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CHINESE SCHOLAR WILL PRESENT A SPECIAL LECTURE, "EXCAVATIONS AT MA-WANG-TUI ,"

AT THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 11.

One of the most dramatic recent archaeological finds in China was the

discovery of three second-century BC tombs at Ma-wang-tui, outside the modem

city of Ch'ang-sha, capital of Hunan Province and the most important archaeo-

logical site in the South. Mr. Xiong Zhuan-xin, curator at the Hunan Provincial

Museum and one of China's foremost archaeologists, will report on Ma-wang-tui in

a free public slide-lecture at The Cleveland Museum of Art on Tuesday, August 11,

at 2:30 p.m., in the Recital Hall.

Mr. Xiong will speak in Chinese. Mr. Wai-kam Ho, senior research curator

in the Department of Oriental Art at the Cleveland Museum, will translate his

lecture

.

Tomb I, dated about 165 BC, has been identified as the burial place of the

wife of the Marquis of Tai, who was appointed prime minister by the King of

Ch'ang-sha in the early Western Han Dynasty (BC 206 - 9 AD). Medical reports

indicate she was about fifty years old and died of a sudden heart attack; her

extraordinarily well-preserved skin was still elastic, the joints still mobile,

even the hair intact

.

Mr. Xiong and the team he headed found in Tomb I about 1000 objects, with

a complete inventory recorded on bamboo slips. The tomb yielded the largest

group (about 180 pieces) of the finest and best preserved early Han lacquers

yet known, including two of the four nested coffins in which the body rested.

(more)
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Musical instruments, wooden sculptures, and textiles furnished the tomb, their

high standards of workmanship and quality indicating the tomb’s importance

•

More than fifty lengths of silk in excellent condition include a painted silk

fei i , or "flying garment," that charts the soul’s ascent to heaven.

Tomb II, probably the burial place of the Marquis, was damaged during the

construction of Tomb I and later suffered so much natural damage that only the

seals of the Marquis could be retrieved from it. Tomb III, where the Marquis’s

son was buried, contained silk paintings, lacquers, and musical instruments

and, most important, lost manuscripts known, until now, only through ancient

catalogs or oral traditions. The excavations at Ma-wang-tui mark the first

time that some texts have been available - such as an early text of Lao-tse’s

writings on basic concepts of early Taoism--and therefore, according to Mr. Ho,

"a tremendous treasure for the study of ancient Chinese philosophy and history

and of Chinese thought."

The tombs provide valuable information about the state of Ch’ang-sha and

its predecessor, the state of Ch’u. Ch’u had been the dominant political en-

tity of the South in troubled late Chou times—also called the Warring States

period (480/1 - 222/1 BC)—when China’s feudal system was breaking up and wars

were fought over philosophies as well as boundaries. Ch’u culture had been

one of the most original of its time in its inventive material techniques and

imaginative figural subject matter and s3mibolism. Because of Ch’u’s importance

and power, there was little, if any, break in Ch’u culture, art, and politics

between the Warring States period and the early Western Han Dynasty.

The Han objects found in the Ma-wang-tui tombs are, therefore, probably

only a few generations later than the Cleveland Museum’s famous Cranes and Ser -

pents , a unique example of Ch’u art and the most important and most often-repro-

(more )
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duced single work in the Oriental collection. It too was found near Ch'ang-sha,

nearly fifty years ago, and its decorations--complicated patterns of hooks,

commas, lozenges, triangular interlaces, and other goemetric ornaments—are

clearly related to the decorations found on works in the aristocratic tonibs at

Ma-wang-tui.

# # #

For additional information on Mr. Xiong's slide-lecture, please contact Elinor
Pearlstein in the Department of Oriental Art at The Cleveland Museum of Art,
11150 East Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44106; 216/421-7340.


